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Nine out of ten grant proposals are rejected. Grant Proposal Makeover shows how to transform lackluster proposals into excellent ones–that
have the potential to be funded. This book stands out from other traditional grantwriting books because it illustrates common flaws and
problems in proposals and shows exactly how to fix them. It also includes helpful tips and quotes from foundation program officers and
funding community insiders taken from an international survey of foundation professionals.
November 2004, investigative reporter Claudia Reynolds Thornton is stunned when 30-year-old family secrets surface, creating a presentday crisis. In her quest to understand the circumstances surrounding the secrecy, she discovers more family secrets, past and present, which
challenge her values and beliefs. Through the firsthand accounts of her mother and female ancestors from three prior generations, Claudia is
swept along on a fascinating journey through American history from rural Mississippi in the latter half of the Nineteenth Century to Ohio and
Michigan in the early Twentieth Century and eventually to New York in 1974. Exploring her ancestors' emotional evolutions against the back
drop of romance, racism and ritual responsibility, Claudia is struck by the enduring faith and courage the women show as they face
heartache, danger and disappointment. Reflecting on their collective narratives from the past, Claudia discovers surprising truths about
herself and her family that help her handle her present-day trials.
For courses in Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint, Office XP, and Windows 98 and higher. The Select MS Office 2002 Series is certified to
core and expert levels of Microsoft Office XP, it has a project-based, step-by-step approach, and is customizable in the RightPHit Program.
3,800+ Holidays, Promotions, Events for 2014 in the United States, United Kingdom, Canadian, Australian and Chinese Markets. The 2014
LEEP features over 3,800 dates in over 53 categories arranged alphabetically (with source URLs), chronologically and by length. This
calendar of holidays and events for 2014 includes National, Promotional, Industry and International Events, Federal Holidays, Major Sporting
Events and industry specific promotions. The LEEP Calendar is the invaluable time-saving, idea generating, revenue building business
reference tool that provides exceptional marketers, publishers and journalists a quantifiable critical advantage over the competition. Created
by a marketing and publishing industry veteran for: Advertising Executives Authors Bloggers Business Networkers Business Owners Editors
Educators Event Planners Journalists Marketing Executives Media Planners Media Sales Reps Promotional Products Retailers Public
Relations Publicists Publishers Retail Executives Sales Executives Social Media Marketers and anyone who is curious!
Hope in My Heart is a collection of short, heartwarming stories with characters in need of hope. In Love Unexpected,a car crash brings
commitment-wary Sebastian and career woman Chandra together. Neither is looking for romance, but those around them see the potential,
and Sebastian and Chandra discover that sometimes love shows up unexpectedly. Christmastime is the setting for the middle story, The Best
Gift. Christina desires to lose ten pounds so she can fit into her dress for her sister's wedding. Jordan wishes her mom would stop trying to
marry her off. And Joshua hopes to be reunited with his ex-girlfriend but eventually learns that the best gift this Christmas will be the
restoration of his relationship with God. In Peace and Love, three characters living in a metropolitan area are desperately searching. Elle, a
starving artist, aspires to become a paid professional. Eric, a divorce attorney, wants to resolve his issues concerning his parents' divorce.
Kristine anticipates finding her birth mom before she marries Derek. All characters pray their searches will conclude this holiday season and
fill their hearts with peace and love.
This book reports on research and developments in human-technology interaction. A special emphasis is given to human-computer
interaction and its implementation for a wide range of purposes such as health care, aerospace, telecommunication, and education, among
others. The human aspects are analyzed in detail. Timely studies on human-centered design, wearable technologies, social and affective
computing, augmented, virtual and mixed reality simulation, human rehabilitation, and biomechanics represent the core of the book.
Emerging technology applications in business, security, and infrastructure are also critically examined, thus offering a timely, scientifically
grounded, but also professionally oriented snapshot of the current state of the field. The book gathers contributions presented at the 5th
International Conference on Human Interaction and Emerging Technologies (IHIET 2021, August 27-29, 2021) and the 6th International
Conference on Human Interaction and Emerging Technologies: Future Systems (IHIET-FS 2021, October 28-30, 2021), held virtually from
France. It offers a timely survey and a practice-oriented reference guide to researchers and professionals dealing with design, systems
engineering, and management of the next-generation technology and service systems.
From consumer products to architecture to advertising to digital technology, design is an undeniably global phenomenon. Yet despite their
professed transnational perspective, historical studies of design have all too often succumbed to a bias toward Western, industrialized
nations. This diverse but rigorously curated collection recalibrates our understanding of design history, reassessing regional and national
cultures while situating them within an international context. Here, contributors from five continents offer nuanced studies that range from
South Africa to the Czech Republic, all the while sensitive to the complexities of local variation and the role of nation-states in identity
construction.

Competition for research funds in epidemiology, preventative medicine, and biostatistics has never been more intense
and, at the same time, the grant application and review process at such agencies as the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) is undergoing significant transformation. Writing Dissertation and Grant Proposals: Epidemiology, Preventive
Medicine and Biostatistics targets effective grant proposal writing in this highly competitive and evolving environment.
Covering all aspects of the proposal writing process, the text: Provides summary checklists and step-by-step guidelines
for grant structure and style alongside broader strategies for developing a research funding portfolio Explains how to
avoid common errors and pitfalls, supplying critical do’s and don’ts that aid in writing solid grant proposals
Demonstrates proven tactics and illustrates key concepts with extensive examples from successfully funded proposals
Written by an established NIH reviewer with inside knowledge and an impressive track record of funding, Writing
Dissertation and Grant Proposals: Epidemiology, Preventive Medicine and Biostatistics is a virtual cookbook of the
appropriate ingredients needed to construct a winning grant proposal. Therefore, the text is not only relevant for earlystage investigators including graduate students, medical students/residents, and postdoctoral fellows, but also valuable
for experienced faculty, clinicians, epidemiologists, and health professionals who cannot seem to break the barrier to
obtain NIH-funded research.
Discovering Your True Identity: In the Midst of Bullying, Abuse and Love with Action Steps for Healing and
TransformationBookclick 360 Wordeee
Fully updated with new interviews and inspiring images, the 2nd edition of Developing a Fashion Collection covers
everything the fashion student needs to know before designing their own collections. Developing a Fashion Collection
focuses on the process of designing a collection, and explores different types of research, fabric sourcing, the key roles
within a design team and the many sources of inspiration available to designers. Different market levels from ready-towear to online shopping are covered in-depth, and are given real-world context through insightful interviews with
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practising contemporary designers. Collections for niche markets, including knitwear, childrenswear and footwear are
also discussed. The 2nd edition of Developing a Fashion Collection features interviews with high-profile international
contemporary fashion designers, including Sister by Sibling, Holly Fulton, Todd Lynn, thefuturelaboratory, People Tree,
Leutton Postle and Insley & Nash.
'Hilariously funny with depth and emotion, it's a delightful read' Heat Magazine Robin Wilde is acing life. After the year
from hell, she's pulled herself up and out of The Emptiness, her love life is ticking along nicely, single motherhood is
actually quite fun and she is ready for whatever life throws at her. When a thrilling opportunity at work arises, Robin is
more than excited to step up and show everyone, including herself, what she's made of. But her best friend Lacey is
increasingly broken-hearted about struggling to conceive, and her daughter Lyla is starting to come out with some
horrible attitudes she's learning from someone at school. Is Auntie Kath hiding loneliness under her bubbly, loving
veneer? And can Robin definitely trust the people she must depend on in her fab new role? But Robin has her girls. And
her girls have got her. Together they can handle any crisis. Can't they? Life is about to throw quite the curve ball at Robin
Wilde, and she'll need to make some pretty brave choices if she's going to stop everything she cares about falling apart .
. . Get ready for the most hilarious, heart-breaking, uplifting and unforgettable novel of the year! * * Can't wait to read
more from Louise Pentland? Look out for her new non-fiction book, MumLife: What Nobody Ever Tells You About Being
A Mum. Search 9781788702928. * * Have you met Robin Wilde yet? Praise for WILDE LIKE ME: 'Warm and engaging'
Sophie Kinsella 'I'm smitten' Lindsey Kelk 'Gorgeous, witty, reassuring' Daisy Buchanan 'Funny, heartfelt, tender and
empowering!' Giovanna Fletcher 'Hilarious, moving and extremely well written' Style Magazine 'If it's great big belly
laughs you're after, then meet Robin Wilde' Fabulous Magazine 'This book is a winner' OK Magazine This is what you've
been saying about WILDE LIKE ME: 'LOVE this book. It made me laugh and cry' 'Adored this book. Couldn't put it down'
'Robin Wilde is an amazing character and everyone should read this book!' 'I'm dying to know what happens next with
Robin' 'A great pick-me-up book' 'This book made me feel so, so good!' 'Relatable, sad, funny and sweet' 'I loved it so
much I passed it on to my mum' 'Anyone can relate to Robin' 'If I could give it more than 5 stars I would!'
Part memoir, part self-help and definitely inspirational, TRUE IDENTITY is a compelling read, a triumphant story, and a
story of growth. Dr. Marilyn Francis Walker's stories of triumph and defeat will inspire and restore you. True Identity will
take you into the storehouse of Marilyn’s innermost thoughts and intimate feelings, and into the basement of her
wounded soul where her deepest pain was stored. She then shares the processes she used to get out of her dark space
in hopes that, if you need to, you too can use her program to restore and transform your life fully. Marilyn has created
several transformation programs she adhered to as she was healing. Reflect, Release, and Recreate (R.R.R.) will help
you gain clarity and understanding around the circumstances of your challenges. Stepping Into Purpose (S.I.P.) will instill
in you a hunger and an appetite for positive change even when a cocktail of negative experiences and emotions has
been served. Vision Boarding encourages you to be excited about seeing your future and helps you adopt a new level of
consciousness where you make your dreams a priority. The Action Steps Journal will enable you to turn disappointments
into opportunities by changing your perception of reality. And, just when you think you have learned everything that
Marilyn has offers about healing and transformation, she effortlessly flips her W.I.G. and teaches you how to Write
Incredible Goals.
In the Front Row charts the rise of Australian Fashion Week, from one man's ambition to take Australian fashion to the
world, to the glittering international event it is today. Simon P. Lock's determination placed Sydney on the international
fashion week circuit, up there with New York, London, Milan and Paris. Lock's story takes you backstage for the twenty
years that Fashion Week has wowed the world. It tells the story of daring designers, supermodels and celebrities and
details how Australia's biggest fashion stars—Akira Isogawa, Collette Dinnigan, Peter Morrissey, Wayne Cooper, sass &
bide, Zimmermann, Dion Lee and Ellery—got their start. He reveals the parts Miranda Kerr, Elle Macpherson, Linda
Evangelista, Dita Von Teese and Cate Blanchett played in this often drama-filled adventure. In the Front Row reveals the
feuds, frustrations and triumphs of producing one of Australia's most fabulous international events.
This fully updated and expanded edition covers over 10,200 programs, making it the most comprehensive documentation
of television programs ever published. In addition to covering the standard network and cable entertainment genres, the
book also covers programs generally not covered elsewhere in print (or even online), including Internet series, aired and
unaired pilot films, erotic series, gay and lesbian series, risqué cartoons and experimental programs from 1925 through
1945.
Dealing with adversity is the toughest thing you will ever go through in life. You may think you are the only one dealing with it, but
you aren't. These women have all achieved incredible success against the odds. Learn from the best mentors because they want
you to succeed too! Making It In High Heels is never easy, so carry your own support team with you!
Swept into his glamorous world… Will she fall for the tycoon? After an unexpected encounter with Ben Gardiner, dashing owner of
the fashion company whose offices she cleans, single mom Sarah Fletcher takes a gamble, sharing her ideas… Amazingly, Ben
loves them! Whisked away to work with him in Milan, their attraction is increasingly undeniable. This high-class world’s like
nothing Sarah’s known—but back home, will Ben let Sarah and her daughter into his life? “I love Nina Milne books. She writes
really contemporary stories that capture the essence of what has always made a Harlequin Romance so appealing; emotional, feelgood romance. Characters and stories that pull at your heartstrings and the joy of being whisked away to stunning locations.
Claiming His Secret Royal Heir is all of the above and more. Well worth a read.” — Goodreads “Nina Milne is a terrific writer of
contemporary romantic fiction who effortlessly and stylishly blends the warmth, charm and uplifting magic of romance novels….
Wonderfully written, emotionally truthful and absolutely impossible to put down, The Earl’s Snow-Kissed Proposal is a captivating
tale…that deserves a place on keeper shelves the world over.” — Goodreads
Few phenomena embody the notion of time as well as fashion. Fast-moving and rooted in the 'now', it's constantly creating its own
past through the process of rapid style change. Uniquely poised between the past and the future, fashion's relationship with time is
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unorthodox. Rather than considering time in the conventional sense, this anthology explores three alternative ways to think about
fashion and time: the first identifies the seasonal nature of fashion as an industry, and shows how this has impacted on workers
and wearers alike. The second looks at fashion design as a ceaseless process of adaptation, reconstruction and recombination of
motifs, in which nostalgia and revivals play their part. The third construes fashion's 'imaginary', with its capacity for fantasy and
myth-making, as a form of alternate history that asks 'what if?' Within this framework, key classic texts are juxtaposed with lesser
known ones, in an interdisciplinary approach that includes philosophy, history, literature, media and fashion design, ranging from
the 18th century to the present. It will be of interest to anyone wishing to understand one of the most complex yet inescapable
aspects of fashion, its relationship to time, and will be a critical resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the
humanities and all those interested in fashion in all its creative, commercial and cultural aspects.
Based on extensive data and analysis of sixty contentious episodes in twelve European countries, this book proposes a novel
approach that takes a middle ground between narrative approaches and conventional protest event analysis. Looking particularly
at responses to austerity policies in the aftermath of the Great Recession (2008–2015), the authors develop a rigorous conceptual
framework that focuses on the interactions between three types of participants in contentious politics: governments, challengers,
and third parties. This approach allows political scientists to map not only the variety of actors and actor coalitions that drove the
interactions in the different episodes, but also the interplay of repression/concessions/support and of
mobilization/cooperation/mediation on the part of the actors involved in the contention. The methodology used will enable
researchers to answer old (and new) research questions related to political conflict in a way that is simultaneously attentive to
conceptual depth and statistical rigor.
This book sets out to define fashion spaces as an emerging area of research within architectural writing. Social media has brought
a new type of space into the world of fashion retail. When architecture and fashion meet in the creation of ephemeral spaces for
the immediate presentation of new collections, for example, these temporary but real spaces are brought into the realm of the
everlasting digital space as they are shared and re-shared on platforms like Instagram. Fashion spaces can best be defined, then,
as co-created, ever changing and prevailing metaspaces where the dialogue amongst designers, consumers and industry leaders
continues well after the real space has vanished. Can these fashion spaces have a bigger impact on consumers than real-time
experience of space? How may the dialogues developing within and as result of fashion spaces influence physical retail design?
Can designers use fashion spaces as sites for new cultural production? These are but some of the questions tackled by Fashion
Spaces: A Theoretical View. The book is created via a practice-oriented approach to academic teaching and research, through the
collaboration of academics, students and the retail industry. Following an introductory essay by professor Vésma Kontere
McQuillan and assistant professor Kjeld Hansen, which tackles the problematics of research in the field and presents a conceptual
model for further research, seven case studies developed by students of the retail design program at the School of Arts, Design,
and Media at Kristiania University College explore possible applications of this model. Features This book explores and defines
fashion spaces as an emerging area of research within retail design. It is created via a practice-oriented approach to academic
teaching and research, through the collaboration of academics, students and the retail industry. Case studies developed by
students of the retail design program at the School of Arts, Design, and Media at Kristiania University College explore possible
applications of the conceptual model expounded by professor Vésma Kontere McQuillan and assistant professor Kjeld Hansen.
Interior design can be considered a discipline that ranks among the worlds of art, design, and architecture and provides the
cognitive tools to operate innovatively within the spaces of the contemporary city that require regeneration. Emerging trends in
design combine disciplines such as new aesthetic in the world of art, design in all its ramifications, interior design as a response to
more than functional needs, and as the demand for qualitative and symbolic values to be added to contemporary environments.
Cultural, Theoretical, and Innovative Approaches to Contemporary Interior Design is an essential reference source that
approaches contemporary project development through a cultural and theoretical lens and aims to demonstrate that designing
spaces, interiors, and the urban habitat are activities that have independent cultural foundations. Featuring research on topics
such as contemporary space, mass housing, and flexible design, this book is ideally designed for interior designers, architects,
academics, researchers, industry professionals, and students.
Fashion Design for Living explores the positive contribution that the contemporary fashion designer can make within society. The
book seeks to reveal new ways of designing and making fashion garments and products that not only enhance and enrich our
lives, but also are mindful of social and sustainable issues. This book sets out to question and challenge the dominant,
conventional process of fashion design that as a practice has been under-researched. While the fashion designer in industry is
primarily concerned with the creation of the new seasonal collection, designed, produced and measured by economically driven
factors, society increasingly expects the designer to make a positive contribution to our social, environmental and cultural life.
Consequently an emergent set of designers and research-based practitioners are beginning to explore new ways to think about
fashion designing. The contributors within this book argue that fashion designing should move beyond developing garments that
are just aesthetically pleasing or inexpensive, but also begin to consider and respond to the wearer's experiences, wellbeing,
problems, desires and situations, and their engagement with and use of a garment. Fashion Design for Living champions new
approaches to fashion practice by uncovering a rich and diverse set of views and reflective experiences which explore the
changing role of the fashion designer and inspire fresh, innovative and creative responses to fashion and the world we live in.

Innovation and novel leadership strategies have aided the successful growth of the fashion industry around the globe.
However, as the dynamics of the industry are constantly changing, a deficit can emerge in the overall comprehension of
industry strategies and practices. The Handbook of Research on Global Fashion Management and Merchandising
explores the various facets of effective management procedures within the fashion industry. Featuring research on
entrepreneurship, operations management, marketing, business modeling, and fashion technology, this publication is an
extensive reference source for practitioners, academics, researchers, and students interested in the dynamics of the
fashion industry.
Drastic changes in the career aspirations of women in the developedworld have resulted in a new, globalised market for
off-the-pegdesigner clothes created by independent artisans. This book reportson a phenomenon that seems to
exemplify the twin imperativesof globalisation and female emancipation. A major conceptual contribution to the literatures
onglobalisation, fashion and gender, analysing the ways in whichwomen’s entry into the labour force over the past
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thirtyyears in the developed world has underpinned new forms ofaestheticised production and consumption as well as the
growth of‘work-style’ businesses A vital contribution to the burgeoning literature on cultureand creative industries which
often ignores the significant rolestaken by women as entrepreneurs and designers rather than mereconsumers
Introduces fashion scholars and economic geographers to aparadigmatic example of the new designer fashion
industriesemerging in a range of countries not traditionally associated withfashion Takes a fresh perspective on an
industry in which Third Worldgarment workers have been the subject of exhaustive analysis butfirst world women have
been largely ignored
This is a guide to all the units of the BTEC First Travel and Tourism qualification. Activities and discussion points
enhance students' learning experience and real-life case studies help them explore authentic issues in the travel and
tourism industry.
The balance of relationships between men and women has always been difficult. Nowadays, it is extremely difficult
because the relationships are attacked by pseudoreligions. An educated woman who tried to remind his friend the
importance of the women's inner beauty, their intelligencewell, he offended her in a violent way, pretending to be
offended by the woman's words about the moral values. And when she went to meet him in order to look for a dialogue,
also bringing some gifts, the policemen were called, with the order to put her in jail. The police said to the woman, "If you
go back in front of the house (public space) this evening, you will be put in jail." I hope to express the suffering of many
women owing to a lack of communication above all else. Quite often, men don't like to communicate. The stories are
inspired by reality. The prose is also poetry because poetry is lacking in our society. We need poetry. Materialism
advances, while spirituality and feelings are oppressed. With this book, I would like to make it clear that even if love hurts,
it always wins. Ultimately, men and women have the rights to their own identities.
Hop Lovette isn’t afraid to take risks. Being the bastard son of New York royalty has never given him anything but
heartache. So when the Sassy Boyz land a contract at club Switch, he knows it’s only a matter of time before his
marvelous world is turned on its head: the owner is his childhood rival. Rafe Marson owes Hop’s father everything, and
he’s on a mission to repay his debts. Nothing will stand in his way—not even a wild, beautiful, maddening blast from his
past. Not even when Hop stirs up feelings better left dormant. Not even when Hop begs to be taken. When opportunity
knocks, Hop is the one who needs to step up and help Rafe. But working together without being together is harder than
they thought—and when everything they’ve been working toward is threatened, Rafe will need to prove that true love is
one in a million. One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance
you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book is approximately 87,000 words Carina Press
acknowledges the editorial services of Deborah Nemeth
Rampant global counterfeiting has led the fashion industry to seek ever greater enforcement of its intellectual property
(IP) rights. Yet, as this hugely informative book shows, this is not new. Fashion designers and entrepreneurs, as well as
manufacturers and tradespeople in the broader textiles industry from which fashion springs, have always struggled to
convert existing IP rules to an industry that was—and is—configured by the pressure of intrinsically fleeting consumer
tastes and trends. The distinguished author, adding to the series of major works that have made him a leading authority
on IP law, triumphantly reveals in great detail how society has constructed IP in association with textiles so as to
accommodate it to the particular characteristics of fashion that emerged in the last century. More than two hundred
sources, many of them for the first time available in English, illustrated with fifty figures, allow the reader to directly
encounter those who have made and continue to make the IP of textiles and fashion. The underlying raisons d’être of
such aspects as the following become brilliantly clear: how fashion designers protect their creations against the spread of
knock-offs; how fashion entrepreneurs appropriate prestige and reputation; how an iconic design becomes a brand or
acquires secondary meaning; and how such inventions as the sewing machine and the cotton gin affected IP rights in
textiles and fashion. Each source is preceded by a note placing it in its social, economic, and legal context. The sources
are structured in two chapters (business identifiers—trade and certification marks, geographical indications—and
appropriation of knowledge and creativity—patents, designs, copyright, and trade secrets) so as to permit an easy
understanding of the enchainment of important moments that have contributed to give IP for textiles and fashion its
special configuration, in particular the transition from textile law to fashion law. With this book, listening directly to the
voices of those who have made and make IP, academics, students, magistrates, professionals, and the legal community
as a whole will have a clear and realistic sense of how the combination of the entrepreneurial spirit with the imperatives
of human consumption has designed and continues designing the special scope and limits of IP as applied to textiles and
fashion.
Ah, chaos. What would any holiday be like without it? For Sondra Wilson-Woods, who craves order but has a knack for
handling disorder, pulling off a traditional Maatkare Christmas is the ultimate accomplishment. Hired to make the
kingdom’s Advent season a success, despite the absence of their beloved matriarch, Sondra may have taken on more
than she can handle—especially when the gorgeous heir to the kingdom, Robel, decides she needs his help. But despite
her best efforts, each of Sondra’s plans go awry, and not even Robel, with his meticulous preparation, seems capable of
mapping out an event that will go off without a hitch. If Sondra can just get through this Christmas season successfully,
she and her orphaned niece will at least have financial security. And if she can just resist the charms of an infuriating
Robel, she can leave Maatkare with her heart intact. Robel loves order and is more than happy to help out their event
planner when a broken ankle leaves him palace-bound. He firmly believes if he plans well enough, nothing can detract
from the traditional Maatkare Christmas season that he demands. But as each carefully scripted event goes off the rails,
Robel finds himself more and more attracted to Sondra—something that was never part of the plan. It’s best to end things
before it’s too late, before saying good-bye is too difficult. Too bad Robel’s strategy forgot about protecting his heart.
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When faced with the worst Christmas morning ever, Robel realizes that it’s the untraditional and unplanned moments
that bring the brightest light.
This fully updated edition broadly covers all categories of promotion with an emphasis on creativity, the promotion mix
and the rise of digital media in the fashion industry.
The rediscovery of Enochic Judaism as an ancient movement of dissent within Second Temple Judaism, a movement
centered on neither temple nor torah, is a major achievement of contemporary research. After being marginalized,
ancient Enoch texts have reemerged as a significant component of the Dead Sea Scrolls library unearthed at Qumran.
Enoch and Qumran Origins is the first comprehensive treatment of the complex and forgotten relations between the
Qumran community and the Jewish group behind the pseudepigraphal literature of Enoch. The contributors demonstrate
that the roots of the Qumran community are to be found in the tradition of the Enoch group rather than that of the
Jerusalem priesthood. Framed by Gabriele Boccaccini's introduction and James Charlesworth's conclusion, this book
examines the hypotheses of five particularly eminent scholars, resulting in an engaging and substantive discussion
among forty-seven specialists from nine countries. The exceptional array of essays from leading international scholars in
Second Temple Judaism and Christian origins makes Enoch and Qumran Origins a sine qua non for serious students of
this period. Contributors: William Adler Matthias Albani Jeff S. Anderson Albert I. Baumgarten Andreas Bedenbender
Stefan Beyerle Gabriele Boccaccini James H. Charlesworth John J. Collins Michael A. Daise James R. Davila Torleif
Elgvin Mark A. Elliott Hanan Eshel Peter W. Flint Ida Fröhlich Florentino Garca Martnez Claudio Gianotto Lester L.
Grabbe Ithamar Gruenwald Charlotte Hempel Matthias Henze Martha Himmelfarb Michael A. Knibb Klaus Koch Helge S.
Kvanvig Armin Lange Erik W. Larson Timothy H. Lim Corrado Martone George W. E. Nickelsburg Pierluigi Piovanelli
Émile Puech Annette Yoshiko Reed John C. Reeves Henry W. Morisada Rietz Paolo Sacchi Lawrence H. Schiffman
Loren T. Stuckenbruck David W. Suter Shemaryahu Talmon Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar Patrick Tiller Liliana Rosso Ubigli
James C. VanderKam Jacques van Ruiten Benjamin G. Wright III
In some post-industrial areas, re-designing structural interiors in an attractive way is becoming increasingly important to
community members, as it helps promote local pride and a higher quality of life. Design Innovations for Contemporary
Interiors and Civic Art examines novel techniques in structural designs in various cultural and social scenarios. Featuring
innovative application methods, emergent trends, and research on tools being utilized in the field, this publication is a
pivotal reference source for designers, researchers, practitioners, and professionals interested in interior design, urban
culture, and structural aesthetics.
It is time to reevaluate the merits of the inconspicuous life, to search out some antidote to continuous exposure, and to
reconsider the value of going unseen, undetected, or overlooked in this new world. Might invisibility be regarded not
simply as refuge, but as a condition with its own meaning and power? The impulse to escape notice is not about
complacent isolation or senseless conformity, but about maintaining identity, autonomy, and voice. In our networked and
image-saturated lives, the notion of disappearing has never been more alluring. Today, we are relentlessly encouraged,
even conditioned, to reveal, share, and promote ourselves. The pressure to be public comes not just from our peers, but
from vast and pervasive technology companies that want to profit from patterns in our behavior. A lifelong student and
observer of the natural world, Busch sets out to explore her own uneasiness with this arrangement, and what she senses
is a widespread desire for a less scrutinized way of life—for invisibility. Writing in rich painterly detail about her own life,
her family, and some of the world’s most exotic and remote places, she savors the pleasures of being unseen.
Discovering and dramatizing a wonderful range of ways of disappearing, from virtual reality goggles that trick the wearer
into believing her body has disappeared to the way Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway finds a sense of affiliation with the
world around her as she ages, Busch deliberates on subjects new and old with equal sensitivity and incisiveness. How to
Disappear is a unique and exhilarating accomplishment, overturning the dangerous modern assumption that somehow
fame and visibility equate to success and happiness. Busch presents a field guide to invisibility, reacquainting us with the
merits of remaining inconspicuous, and finding genuine alternatives to a life of perpetual exposure. Accessing timeless
truths in order to speak to our most urgent contemporary problems, she inspires us to develop a deeper appreciation for
personal privacy in a vast and intrusive world.
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